Blockchain PSIG

- Highlights from this Meeting:
  - MARS PTF
    - CBDC Finding Report
  - Blockchain PSIG:
    - IOTA Update: Won’t have someone representing until 2023
    - LETS RFP: Aim for september, due august. May have to vote to extend in MARS
    - RFP for Disposable-SSI: On hold until 2023
    - Smart Contracts RFI: On hold
    - Supply Chain RFP: initial stages, offer to work with other groups within OMG, setting up SME presentations for Q3
    - CBDC: Further discussion from MARS presentation
  - Finance DTF: No meeting this week
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – None

• **Future Deliverables**
  – Smart Contracts RFI, draft to be presented at Burlingame?
  – Disposable Self-sovereign Identity RFP, draft to be presented in 2023?
  – LETS RFP Revised Submission (September)
  – IOTA Protocol RFC (2023, TBC)

• **Liaisons**
  – Internal: MARS PTF, Finance DTF, GovDTF; WGs: CBDC; VCOI
  – TangleEE WG (OMG, IOTA, Eclipse Foundation) has been closed down by IOTA Foundation
  – External: IEEE, GBA (MB attends calls)
  – Informal: AIA Aerospace and Defense Distributed Ledger Technology Consortium

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – Meet with Retail to discuss Ontology of Money (with FDTF) if available
  – IOTA Protocol RFC update at MARS will be every 2 meetings going forward - not June
  – Smart Contracts RFI Draft review (at MARS)
  – Disposable Self-sovereign ID RFP Draft review (at MARS)
  – Other potential initiatives, semantics of crypto, regulatory etc.